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The fourteenth and fifteenth centuries were a time of great upheaval for medieval France. In
1328 the Capetian line came to an end. This was the trigger for the Hundred Years War
(1337-1453) as successive English kings attempted to uphold their claim to the French throne.
Catastrophic defeats at Crécy and Poitiers shook the French kingdom to its core. A period of
respite followed under Bertrand du Guesclin, but an even more devastating assault was to
follow, under the warrior-king par excellence Henry V, and the French disintegration continued
until 1429. This book details how the French began a recovery, partly triggered by the young
visionary Joan of Arc, that would end with them as the major European military power.
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K. Murphy, “Glorious Angus McBride Plates. The union of David Nicolle's knowledge of medieval
military history and the late Angus McBride's great skill as an illustrator have produced a myriad
of excellent Osprey titles, but for the plates alone I would claim this as one of my favorites.The
plates portray all facets of the French military of the time, the knights, common soldiers, artillery,
and mercenaries. Several famous (or infamous) characters of the Hundred Year's War, among
them Jeanne d'Arc, Bertrand du Guesclin, and Jean de Bethencourt, are marvellously illustrated
as they put on their armor, command their troops, etc. Plate E's redition of a contemporary
Basque warrior is also quite interesting.The text of course, is detailed and greatly informative,
although a tiny bit dull in a few places. The section on the changing French tactics over the
course of the war is particularly useful. Overall, this is an essential source for a student of the
Hundred Year's War, a conflict that has overall been well presented by Osprey Military
Publishing.”

Brian Wayne Wells, “French Infantry during the Hundred Years War. This book by David Nicolle
reveals how the French armies would have looked during the Hundred Years War (1337 C.E.
[Common Era through 1453 C.E.). The Hundred Years War is viewed by many historians as
being a turning point, in which Knights began a decline as an effective weapon of war.
Specifically it was the battles of Crecy and Poitiers which were won by the English which reflect
this turning point very clear. In those battles the English long bowmen proved themselves very
effective against the best of the heavy French knights.”

John, “Great. Great guild for any tabletop wargamer painting an army in the Hundred Years war,
units sizes and commander can be found.”

Patrick Z, “Five Stars. Shipped very quickly and a great price!”

Anibal Madeira, “The evolution of the French army during the 100 years war, and how it
influenced the final outcome. Nicolle managed to provide one of the best first approaches to the
much maligned French armies of the hundred year’s war (that by the way ultimately won the
war). From the mindset focused on the conservative tactics of the chivalric world of the early
period to the modern reorganized army of Charles VII there was an impressive evolution; and the
author makes an excellent job explaining the evolution of tactics, arms and armor, organization
and recruitment. A considerable feat considering the size of this book (just 48 pages) and that
the different periods had quite a few specificities.The only slight weakness is the lack of
information regarding some of the most iconic commanders and characters, but it’s perfectly
understandable – space constraints.With fine internal photographs and reproductions, including
the only known contemporary picture of Jeanne d’Arc where the illustrator Angus McBride
based his color plate, this book provides a solid base to further your studies regarding this



conflict that shaped Europe and influenced foreign politics of many countries.Angus McBride is
the artist who produced the competently illustrated color plates; although the figures and
equipment are, as usual, very well portrayed (and with references regarding the source material
that inspired the images) it is obvious that the master artist had severe and tight time
schedules...most backgrounds are barely sketched. They include: Cavalry 1337-1360; Infantry
1337-1360 (including a crossbowman, a sergeant and a Northern France Militiaman); Cavalry
1360-1415 (including representations of famous knights like Boucicault, Guichard Dauphin and
Bertrand du Guesclin); Infantry 1360-1415 (including a crossbowman, a militiaman and a light
infantryman from Southern France); Naval Warfare 1337-1415 (Jean de Bethencourt donning
his armour; a Basque sailor and a Castillan naval captain); Cavalry 1415-1453 (Jeanne D'Arc in
civilian clothing; a Breton man-at-arms and a French Knight); Infantry 1415-1453 (a Franc-
archer, an insurgent and a Flemish mercenary); Artillery 1430-1453 (including a gunner with
ribaudequin, his assistant and a handgunner). This sequential structure is excellent to better
visualize the evolution of both cavalry and infantry in each phase of the hundred years war.”

Dean M. Motoyama, “Lot of History Covered. This book is a great overview of the period
covered; however I think it was a bit over-industrious to sqeeze so much into one book (the
normal Men-At-Arms size, that is). I think keeping it to the early period (up to Poitiers or Najera)
and a separate one for the Agincourt/Joan of Arc period would've been better. McBride, master
illustrator that he is, kind of disappointed me with his renditions of both du Guesclin and the
Maid. Joan was shown in a dress! It still has good illustrations of the armor of the average man
at arms and "lowly" infantry types, though.”

Christine Gibson, “Excellent Book. Very Happy With The Book, My Medieval Mad Son Has
Other Books Of This Type He Loves Them”

recce_trooper, “Standard Osprey. Standard Osprey research and plates, always good for the
modeller. New to Medieval modelling but this has helped for my Crecy study.”

Kerry Ready, “Five Stars. Just up my street this book. Brilliant”

rilletdumans, “ouvrage nécessaire pour compléter la compréhension globale de "hundred years
war". Il y a plusieurs livres Osprey qui donnent de bonnes précisions et des détails sur les
belligérants anglais de l'époque, alors que dans certains ouvrages , les français sont présentés
de manière trop désincarnés ( à la manière classique en histoire: noms célèbres, cartes,
dates)Heureusement il y a eu ce volume pour nous éclaircir un peu sur des détails, bien qu'on
en attendrai un peu plus encore.Le texte est donc très intéressant.Par contre, il est frappant de
voir les têtes hideuses de brigands, ou avec du mascara (?), qui ont été faites à certains
français dans les illustrations, alors que par exemple , en contraste, dans "henri V and the
conquest of France" les anglais ont parfois des têtes de jeunes premiers . çà donne une



impression de montrer qui sont les bons et qui sont les méchants de manière caricaturale à la
façon Hollywood, ce qui ne fait pas très Histoire.”

The book by Nicholas Carr has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 46 people have provided feedback.
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